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Top WordPress guide, now fully updated for the latest WordPress release!This updated new
edition comprises one of the largest collections of practical intermediate to advanced
information on WordPress. Fully updated for the latest WordPress release, this in-depth book
covers it all, from setting up your software to publishing your site, using SEO and social media,
developing and using plug-ins, running multiple sites with WordPress, and more. Veteran author
Lisa Sabin-Wilson is a top authority on WordPress, and she and her co-authors pack this book
with essential and easy-to-follow tips, techniques, and advice.Presents straightforward and easy-
to-understand intermediate to advanced coverage of the WordPress, the most popular blog
software in use todayFeatures eight minibooks that cover what you need to know in depth,
including WordPress basics, setting up the software, exploring the dashboard, publishing your
site with WordPress, using SEO and social media, customizing the look of your site, using plug-
ins, and running multiple sites with WordPressCovers the very latest release of WordPressGet
up to speed on WordPress with WordPress All-in-One For Dummies, 2nd Edition, and turn your
hobby into a business!

From the Back CoverWordPress is free — and with this WordPress how-to guide, it can also be
easy!Invest a bit of time with this book, and you'll have a blog that suits your needs, delights your
readers, and keeps visitors coming back. Here's something for everyone: blogging basics if
you're just starting out, SEO and social media tricks to drive traffic to your site, and ways to
customize your blog with plugins and themes.Build your foundation — if you're just getting
started, learn WordPress and blogging basicsDig in — learn about the software that powers
WordPress, how to obtain a web server, and why you need FTPDashing here and there — see
how to make the WordPress dashboard your administrative hubPublishing perfection —
discover options for posting to your site, saving drafts, adding multimedia files, and moreSocial
media magic — learn to make your site social media and search engine friendlyWhat's in a
theme — make your blog unique with personalized themes you can create or enhanceAttention
geeks — tinker with plugin base code or create your own plugin from scratchSuper you —
achieve "super admin" status by running a multisite installationOpen the book and find:Tips for
making your blog stand outWhat you should know about open sourceWordPress web hosting
requirementsHow to manage commentsThe difference between blog posts and static
pagesPointers on finding social media influencersAdvice on using site analyticsHow to find and
install plugins8 BOOKS IN 1WordPress BasicsSetting Up the WordPress SoftwareExploring the
WordPress DashboardPublishing Your Site with WordPressExamining SEO and Social
MediaCustomizing the Look of Your SiteUsing and Developing PluginsRunning Multiple Sites
with WordPressAbout the AuthorLisa Sabin-Wilson is the founder and creative director of



E.Webscapes Design Studio, a web design company specializing in blog design and
development with emphasis on WordPress. She's a popular conference speaker and the
bestselling author of WordPress For Dummies and WordPress Web Design For Dummies.
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Ed Barton, “Good Reference - But Getting Dated. The book goes from Dummies to Dumbledore
level in it's 600+ pages. Starting with whether ti choose wordpress from the .com or the .org site
to writing PHP code, the book covers the landscape. Generally, I will be using this book (after
reading it cover to cover) as a reference guide for my WordPress sites. The downside is that the
book is not up to date on the latest releases of WP, and falls further behind by the day. The more
detailed elements, such as PHP, are very solid, but the interactions at the plug-in, widget and UI
level are getting out of date. For this reason, it will likely be a 3 star book by 2016 - not for lack of
information - but because books can't keep up.”

Abel, “good book. With some sintax errors but still good book to start learning WordPress and
PHP”

Kenyon Delk, “Five Stars. Great resource for anyone starting out in Wordpress!NOTE: This
product was a personal purchase for myself at the normal retail price. I'm reviewing it solely
because I want to share my experience with other potential customers. I have received no
compensation for my review, nor do I have any relationship with the seller or manufacturer of this
product.”

Liz Barrett, “Not quite what I expected. I'm not sure why I chose a 4-star rating since I am finding
this book less helpful than I had expected. I think it's because I am a a rank beginner, and want
an explanation for everything.”

Eileen, “It's good. But in reality the bulk of the info .... It's good. But in reality the bulk of the info is
available on the net.”

Lori Hart, “Another For Dummies Book Added to my Library. This is my go-to reference for
WordPress. Takes a lot of guess work out of the platform. Highly recommend this to anyone who
has just started a Wordpress blog.”

S. Walker, “Professional,Informative, ideal for this dummy. This is a very thorough guide to
setting up and using WordPress.As a fairly new user of this blogging platform, this book has
proved essential for understanding the blog concept and the capabilities of this popular blogging
platform.”

Michael L., “Four Stars. As expected”

Catherine, “A great tool. This is a great reference tool for WordpressI use this book all the time
this is the second version and I wouldn't be without it”



The book by Lisa Sabin-Wilson has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 72 people have provided feedback.
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